ccTLD News Session #1
26 May 2021 | 13:00-14:30 UTC

CCTLDs & Security: Regulatory Demands

Which regulatory demands in the security-realm impact ccTLD operations? How do ccTLDs respond? Join us for the first ccTLD News Session and listen to representatives from ccTLD Managers across the globe.

Guðrun Poulson (.fo) Session Chair
- Joel Karubiu (.ke)
- Yuri Takamatsu (.jp)
- Cath Goulding (.uk)
- Alyssa Moore (.ca)
- Crystal Peterson (.us)

ccTLD News Session #2
27 May 2021 | 05:00-06:30 UTC

DNS Abuse: The CCTLD Experience

Which efforts to combat DNS Abuse do ccTLD Managers from various regions adopt? What are the challenges they are facing? Join us for the second ccTLD News Session and learn about best practices and trends.

Guðrun Poulson (.fo) Session Chair
- Javier Rúa-Jovet (NomCom Councillor)
- Xuebiao Yuchi (.cn)
- Angela Matlapeng (.bw)
- Guillermo Lama (.cl)
- Marta Moreira Dias (.pt)